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Abstract: 

Astrology can be an interesting example of the application of various classification techniques of artificial intelligence. In 

astrology, predictions about different aspects of human life are done based on the planetary position of the stars at the time of 

birth of a person. In this research work, the positions of the planets and stars at the time of the birth of a person are utilized. 

Astrology is the area that generates lots of curiosity among human beings. To find scientific theories and its relations with 

astrology, changes are to be done in the way astrology is looked upon. To find scientific basis to astrology changes are to be made 

from the traditional ways in which astrology is analyzed. In this paper, efforts have been made to identify the scientific basis 

using various classification techniques of artificial intelligence. These techniques are used to perform classification of data 

automatically. Various classification techniques used here have resemblance with the way astrology works. First step for 

prediction  
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INTRODUCTION: 

Machine learning, by its definition, is a field of computer science that evolved from studying pattern recognition and 

computational learning theory in artificial intelligence. It is the learning and building of algorithms that can learn from and make 

predictions on data sets.  

We need machine learning in the following cases:  

• Human expertise is absent. E. g. Navigating on Mars.  

• Humans are unable to explain their expertise. E. g. Speech Recognition.  

• Solution changes with time E. g. Temperature Control. 

Solution needs to be adapted to particular cases. E. g. Biometrics 

. • Problem size is too vast for our limited capabilities. E. g. Calculating webpage ranks.  

Consider the recognition of spoken speech, where an acoustic speech signal is converted to ASCII text. The pronunciation of a 

word may vary from person to person due to differences in age, gender or pronunciation, so in machine learning, the approach is 

to collect a large collection of sample utterances from diverse people and learn to plot these to words. As another example, 

consider routing packets over a computer grid. The trail maximizing the quality of service from source to destination changes 

regularly as the system traffic changes. A learning routing procedure is able to adapt to the best path by monitoring the network 

traffic.  

Machine learning involves two types of tasks:  

• Supervised machine learning: on a pre-defined set of “training examples”, which then facilitate its ability to reach an accurate 

conclusion when given new data.  
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• Unsupervised machine learning: bunch of data and must find pat therein. Consider a situation wherein we algorithm to make 

predictions. Our Where and are constants.  

so in machine learning, the approach is to collect a large collection of sample utterances from diverse people and learn to plot 

these to words. As another example, consider routing packets over a computer uality of service from source to destination changes 

regularly as the system traffic changes. A learning routing procedure is able to adapt to the best path Machine learning involves 

two types of tasks:- learning: The program is “trained” defined set of “training examples”, which then facilitate its ability to reach 

an accurate conclusion when learning: The program is given a bunch of data and must find patterns and relationships 

OVERVIEW OF MACHINE LEARNING METHODS 

 In this paper we are going to concentrate on supervised machine learning methods. The basic steps used in machine learning are 

first of all collecting the dataset and then identifying and isolating the features which will be informative. If the dataset contains 

noise or missing features then preprocessing is done [3]. Next step is identification of learning algorithm to be used.During 

identification, different algorithms are evaluated then the algorithm with highest prediction accuracy is selected. Description of 

most frequently used machine learning algorithms in the field of prediction and analysis is provided 

Bayesian networks this is the well-known statistical technique for machine learning. This technique provides the probability that 

the particular instance belongs to which class. Comprehensive book on Bayesian networks is by Jensen’sin 1996[7]. The Bayesian 

network structure [8] is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and the nodes of this graph defines features. The arcs represent casual 

influences among the features while the lack of possible arcs defines conditional independencies. The task of learning a Bayesian 

network is divided into the learning of the DAG structure of the network, and then determination of its parameters. Probabilistic 

parameters are encoded into a set of tables, in the form of local conditional distributions of a variable given its parents. The joint 

distribution can be reconstructed by simply multiplying these tables. In Bayesian networks if the structure of the network is given 

then the learning parameter in the Conditional Probability Tables (CPT) is solved by estimating a locally exponential number of 

parameters from the data provided [4]. Each node in the network has an associated CPT that describes the conditional probability 

distribution of that node given the different values of its parents. The Neural concepts of the Bayesian networks are used to detect 

the networks Which ode specifies some relationship of root node. 

APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

 Machine Learning aims to provide increasing levels of automation in the knowledge engineering process, replacing much time 

consuming human activity with automatic techniques that improve accuracy or efficiency by discovering and exploiting 

regularities in training data [8]. The ultimate test of machine learning is its ability to produce systems that are us regularly in 

industry, education, and elsewhere. The Machine Intelligence is key factor which applied the reality of human activities which is 

correlated to forecast. CART is a decision trees which classifies based on formulated decision support of each root. 

C. K Nearest Neighbor K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): is based on the concept that similar dataset will generally exist inclose 

proximity to each other as described by Cover and Hart in 1967[9]. If the instances aretagged with a classification label, then label 

of an unclassified data instance can be determined by observing the class of its K nearest neighbors. The KNN identifies the label 

of the instance by identifying the single most frequent class label from its k nearest neighbors. K nearest neighbors of an instance 

is identified by calculating relative distance between instances. This relative distanceis determined by using a distance metric. 

Many different metrics have been presented. The most significant ones are Minkowskyi, Manhattan and Euclidean distances. D. 

Decision Trees Murthy in 1998[10] provided the overview of work. 

K-Nearest Neighbor which two planets position which have matched with the frequency of the application with nearest planet 

position to be occupied with an place of ruling planet nearest to node combination two or more nodes in the root path which may 

be classified the planets revolving and movement of its next position or next hop. 

ANNs are inspired by the architecture of biological neural networks, consisting of simple interconnected units called neurons. 

Neuron computes a weighted sum of its inputs and generates an excitatory (positive) output if the sum exceeds a certain threshold 

else generates inhibitory (negative) output.Zheng in 2000[18] provided an overview of existing work in Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs). Artificial Neural Networks is composed of an input layer (having neurons for all input variables), a hidden 

layer (consisting of any number of hidden neurons), and an output layer. Each neuron processes its inputs and transmits its output 

value to the neurons in the subsequent layer. Each such connection between neurons is assigned a weight during training. The 

output of hidden neuron is computed by applying an activation function to the weighted inputs and its bias term. The ANN is 

initialized with random weights. The network learns by adjusting the weightings when presented with a combination of inputs and 
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outputs that are known as the training set. There are several training algorithms that can be used to train the network each having 

particular area. Based on the Knoweledge Discovery which can be already the node combination of two or three planets position 

will be calculated. It is also predictive based on search Tree method using ancestor behaviour planets. 

Decision Stump Algorithm Decision Stump (KDDT- DSADS) 

It’s one-level decision tree. It is a decision tree with one root node connected to leaf node. A decision stump makes a prediction 

based on the value of just a single input feature hence are also called 1-rules. Based on input features, different types of trees are 

created. For nominal features, a decision tree which contains a leaf for each possible feature value is constructed or a decision tree 

with two leafs is created. One leaf corresponds to some chosen category and the other leaf for all other categories. For continuous 

features, usually, some threshold feature value is selected, and the decision tree containing two leafs are create 

CONCLUSION: 

An astrologer predicts different aspect of human life based on the similarity of important aspect of planetary positions, houses, 

zodiac signs and transition of planets. The astrologer uses the diagnosis and prediction of the previous horoscopes of the person in 

similar fields to determine prediction of the person in front of him/her. Hence above methods can provide a good ground for 

performing researches in the field of astrology. Based on our existing survey we theoretical presume that using the mentioned 

tools, the proposed research will give best results for astrological prediction. Practically verification of our assumptions is 

required and need to be thoroughly tested which will be done during the research. 
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